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Migration Buses
Leave Campus

To Denison

At 11:30

Published by the Students of The College of Wooster
Volume LXXXII

Wooster, Ohio, Friday, October 8, 1965
Number 4

Two New Literary Groups Merge,
Plan Controversial Campus Digest

SCHEDULE

MAJOR ADDRESS

8:15 p.m.

In order to broaden the scope of student expression, a
new literary magazine, as yet unnamed, is being fostered
under the leadership of a group of students dissatisfied with
the representative quality of the THISTLE. The proposed
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contingents merged las
week to form one potential publi
cation with three editors Hutchi
son. Wallace and Miss Liff. Their
magazine will be unauthorized by
i
li
t.i
tne rumica-tion- s
the college although
Board has no obiections. The
result is that the magazine will be
able to print a greater variety of
'
1
C ' 1
controversial materials, oaia
Hutchison. "It will be an unauth
publication and
orized
will have no affiliation with the (Jol
leee. We anticipate criticism and
disagreement to raise controversv
on a campus that ordinarily shies
away from controversy.
Miss Liff agreed, but took ob
jection to the editorial in the
VOICE last week that termed the
She stated,
material "shady."
while
"This magazine,
it hopes to
be controversial, does not deserve
any of the negative connotations
attached to it by the VOICE editorial. That was written irrespon
sibly without adequate knowledge
of the subject. We want to give
evervone a chance to have their
work published, which is some
thing THISTLE did not always
The
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do.

Tiews Answers Critics
THISTLE editor Bob Tiews replied, "The emergence of a new
literarv magazine on campus en- sou rages me to hope for a revival
:
.
.
r . i
!. writ-.
oi siuaeni interest in quality
ing an interest unevenlv manifest
in the past. If the magazine pub
lishes work of merit, and not
merely of malaise, it should be
wished every success. Perhaps
when the new editors have also

PANELS

PANELS

BABCOCK

9:30 a.m.

The senior men last week took the first
step toward a
festive Homecoming Week by selecting six
candidates for the
honor of Homecoming Queen for 1965. Voting
last Monday
resulted in a runoff between the top two candidates. The
TT
nomecommg yueen to reign over

this year's gala weekend entitled
Heather on the Hill" is Mary D.
Libbey. Mary is a Religion major
from Hartsdale, New York.
The members of the queen's
court include: Deane Calhoun, a
history major from Swarthmore,
Pa.; Syd Fordham. a bioloirv ma
jor from Pittsburgh, Pa.; Sue Tho
mas, a sociology major from Dayton, Ohio; and Sue Holm, a Snan.
island history major from Kent,

HALL

"Arnold on Etna"
DWIGHT CULLER, Yale University
"Types of the Classical in Arnold, Tennyson,
and Browning"
WARREN ANDERSON, The College of Wooster

1:30 p.m.

"The Relativity of Truth in Victorian Fiction"
Duke University
"Lyric and Romance: Meredith's Poetic Fiction"
FLOYD LAWRENCE, The College of Wooster
"Charles Reade-Wilk- ie
Collins: Some
Unpublished Letters"
THOMAS CLARESON, The College of Wooster
LIONEL STEVENSON,

Dean Releases List Of

SrStWta,

unio.

Mary D. will be presiding over
the entire festivities of "Heather
on the Hill" and the weekend is
considered to be especially in her

second seraes,er Iast year and
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Mississippi Pastor

Van Zanten Relates

Theater To Church

Begins

The Rev. John Van Zanten of
Philadelphia, Pa., will present a
series of lectures at the first
Church, Wooster, during
the week of Oct. 10 through 15.
His subject is "What the Dramatists Say to the Churches." The
lectures are open to the public.
On Sunday evening, Oct. 10, he
will be talking on the plavs of
Arthur Miller, especially Death of
a Salesman, After the Fall, and
Incident at Vichy.
Monday and Tuesday evenings,
October 11 and 12, Tennessee Williams' plays will be discussed, especially The Night of Iguana and
The Milk Train Doesn't Stop Here

The CCA and Westminster
Church open their fourth annual
lecture series this weekend with
Rev. Will D. Campbell. Director
of the Committee of SrmrriM-Churchmen and leader of the
church work in the Southern racial
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Anymore.

Wednesday and Thursday evenings, Oct. 13 and 14, the plays
of Edward Albee will be discussed,
with particular attention paid to
The Zoo Story, Whos Afraid of
Virginia Woolf and Tiny Alice.
All evening meetings will be at
8 p.m.
Mr. Van Zanten has had a lifelong interest in the theater For a
year, he was a professional in the
company of Walter Hampden,
touring the major cities of the nation and playing on Broadway in
Cyrano de Bergerac. He has acted
in and directed many summer
companies and has directed several
hundred plays in the church as a
drama group leader.

ARTIST

i'iiiiniiin-nnnonnnriiiiiriiiiiMMW'nn-

AMONG HIS WORK

"'

Sculptor David Drumm.

CCA

Series

n

Akron Sculptor Drumm
Premiers Art Exhibition

crisis.
Mr. Campbell was born in Amite
County, Mississippi and grew up
in that state. After receiving an
The College of Wooster Art Center will open its fall A.B. degree at Wake Forest Col
lege and working on advanced
schedule of exhibitions on Sunday, Oct. 10, with a' reception
studies in Sociology and Psychol
for Don Drumm, a sculptor-designe- r
from Akron, whose work ogy at lulane, he received his B.D.
will be on display in the main gallery of the Art Center at Yale. He served for two years
;hrough October 29.

The exhibit is the first of several
regular exhibits to be featured at
the Art Center this vear. It will
include wall reliefs of various sizes,
free standing pieces in cast aluminum, and large mounted photo-graph- s
of interior and exterior
murals executed by the artist in
Cleveland, at Bowling Green Uni
versity and elsewhere.
Don Drumm is a pioneer in the
use of aluminum, applied plaster

and other materials usuallv con- sidered unorthodox bv traditional
sculptors. Most of his free standing
pieces and' wall relieis are produced bv sand casting, a process
in which the sculptor's design is
impressed in a mold of damp ad

ac- -

S
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lyn Stattord, William Faton, Anne irregg f. Lacy, Wm. Morris Bode,
Grigsby, Diana K. Moseson. Nancv Betsey H, Marshall, Judith Grace Peck,
David L. Carrjenter. Arlmn R DiniHl.
Organ, Patricia Bloom, Mary R.
ian,
David A. Guldin, Nancy N, Hunt,
Nickolas Karatinos, Cynthia L.
juaitn
k. McDurney, Madeleine Miller,
Smith, Barbara J. Cox, Timothy A.
Ruth C. Fair. Carol Ann RnrW. Laurence W. atoll.
Gillian K. Rasmussen, Robert fucker,
JUNIORS
Anne
S.
Foster,
David Sanderson, BarRachel E. Weber. Judith Anne Ed
D. Austin, Elizabeth Aukerman,
bara
ick. Walter Rockenstein.
Davirl I..
Petersen, Bruce P. Burns, Elizabeth J James W. Evans Jr., Kathryn Ann
Sharp, Kent Allan Reed, Thomas Rob
Myers, Deborah Ruth Evans.
Edward
W. Hearne III, Alexandra B. Keith, ert Dyke, Ldward Sohl, Carolyn E
Alarcia Ann Kine. Stephen Rovs Mnr lausch, James Wilson Brown, Sarah
an, Wm. Wilson Vodra, Linda Ronald, Jane Hudelson, Virginia L. Keim. Ken
neth D. Levin, Karen A. Kalayjian,
Kathleen t,. Kanck, Donald F. Collins,
Elizabeth Crabtree, David Lome Allen, Robert Joe Bowden, John F. Engstrom,
Thomas E. Nisoneer. Judith Dee Black.
Martha E. Davis, Frances Beth Kerr,
raul L. browne, Robert John Tiews,
Dorothy Ellen Allen, Diana Jean
francis, Gail D. Fokens, Darwin D
Clupper, Daniel S. Mitchell, Joan
r ranees Browne, John Halsey Pierson,
Lee Allen Bender. Philin Miiller. Mar.
-garet H. Kugg, Maryanne Voigt, Mar- cia wood, Stephen J. Chentow, Richard
D. Ash Jr., Joyce A. McKnight, Carl
Lee LoPresti. Edward M. IvfrCrpiirht.
Diana J. Vandersall, Steven E. Girton,
Uavid c. 1 wining, Lynne Anne dies- -

I

rres-byteria- n

We

co-chairm- en,

Judith Glyn Barrv. SteDhen M. Hill ney, James G Long,
Walter P. HopBarbara Bate. Sharon Cho. Marilvn Janet M. Jones, George Hamrah, Mary kins, Wm. Yancey Kerr, Karen Sue
Amstutz, David Brett Ogle, Judith C. Gail Siepert, Richard H. Hunter, Betsy Vail, Martha G. Webb.
Reehorst, Karelisa D. Voelker,
Koestner, Carol L. Magill, Cheryl
Bruce G Dundon, Elden E. Schnei
Lynne Towne, Phyllis G. Boswell, LilSOPHOMORES
der,
Jane bmith, Eliz Maclntvre. Joan
lian Richeson. John G. Giaoman. John
P.
Wayne Cornelius Jr., Lee F. DeCos-teMilanovich, Karen Louise Angel,
A. McDougald, Gary Reichard, Caro

.
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Scholars

3.5-4.- 0

honor.
The Homecoming
Tim Smucker and Jenny Codding-ton- ,
and their committee have an
exciting weekend planned for the
college community.
Wednesday
night, Oct. 13, the footlights of
Scott Auditorium will be aglow
for William Shakespeare's Much
Ado About Nothing. It will be
presented at 8:15 p.m. every evening through Saturday.
On Friday, Oct. 15, there will
be the Queen's Ball from 8:30 to
12:30 for the queen, her court
and their guests. The ball will be
preceded by the Queen's Banquet
for the queen and her court at the
Wooster Inn.
Friday's activities also include
the Foreign Students' Hootenanny

SENIORS

.
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by Tom Hammer

BABCOCK HALL

"Symbols of Eternity: The Victorian Escape
from Time"
JEROME BUCKLEY, Harvard University
"George Eliot: A Higher Critical Sensibility"
DAVID MOLDSTAD, The College of Wooster
Saturday, October 9:

d

Jfei

Of 'Heather On Hie M

Memorial Chapel
"Dickens and the Spirit of the Time"
EDGAR JOHNSON, City College of New York

2:30 p.m.

sifted
through reams of
depressing manuscripts and, in
their exasperation to publish anything at all, have abandoned all
pretense of democratic process in
the haggling business of selecting
copy, they will have a greater
patience with THISTLE'S past errors."
Hutchison termed the THISTLE
bland, pretentious, and totally unrepresentative of the student
body." He added that the new
magazine would give everyone an
equal opportunity to publish their
work. They all felt the THISTLE'S
method of choosing the final copy
to be printed was somewhat less
than democratic. Wallace mentioned that "the last THISTLE was
nearly half the work of one man."
At the same time, the new editors wish to make it clear they do
not intend to be a competitor.
Their idea is simply that one mag
azine is not an adequate outlet for
all the creative writers on the cam
pus.
The first issue is to be published
before Thanksgiving and everyone
on campus is urged to contribute.
Although its main purpose is lit
erary, the magazine will publish
artwork, photographs, and social
and political essays as well as
poetry, fiction, satires, reviews and
parodies.
"We'd like to have it relate to
the student body here more than
the irilMLh; does," Wallace com
mented. "Too many people com
plain the THISTLE is nebulous
and abstract. We want not onlv to
publish literature, but create a
forum for student expression of all
kinds."
red-eye-

itay D. Reigns As Queens

ON VICTORIAN STUDIES

Friday, October 8:

by Don Kennedy

magazine will publish all forms ot
student expression, from poetry
and fiction to satires and reviews
Originally, two separate groups
.
.1
.1
f
iormea, eacn witn tne laenuca:
purpose. Last spring, current Jun
iors Mike Hutchison and Ron Wal
lace first, beean organizing: for
possible Dublication this fall. An
other erouD. led bv Senior Diane
Liff, was directly stimulated by
their disappointment in the
THISTLE organization this fal
and began to pursue a paralle!

OF CONFERENCE

hesive sand which in turn gives
its image to the molten aluminum
which is poured into it.

as minister in Taylor Baptist
Church, Rural Bienville Parish.
Louisiana and then for two more
years as Director of Religious Life
at the University of Mississippi.
Lampbell was the Race Relations Specialist of the National
Council of Churches in Nashville
from 1956-63- .
CCA and Westminster have
scheduled an intensive visit by Mr.
Campbell. After preaching the
Sunday sermon at Westminster, he
will be available for personal conferences all afternoon. Sunday evening an informal discussion session
has been slated in Andrews
Lounge. Mr. Campbell concludes
his visit Mondav morning with a
Chapel speech entided "The Role
of Religious Leaders in the Racial

Although most of the pieces are
produced in this way, the artist
does some welded sculpture, and
also works directly in plaster,
wood, wire, etc. Some of the pieces
are designed primarily for exhibition, while others grow out of requests and commissions from architects and designers who recognize
the need for art in our physical
environment.
The public is invited to the reception for Mr. Drumm from 3 to
5 p.m. in the main gallery of the
Art Center on Oct. 10. Gallery
hours are
Monday through
Friday, and 5 on Sundays.
tnsis.
1--

5

2--
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Suzanne Dawn West, John William
Kirk, Dorothy L. Van Dyke, Laura
Jean Whitman, Mary Beth Little,
Katherine H. Harley, Carolyn Jean
Dobay, Susan Rae Bosworth, Norman
Sibley Hatt, Glenn A. Herrick, Erica
Huth Dunn, Wm. Eugene Piper. Gordon
A. Shaw Jr., Anna Nancy Lukens,
mny Kay Aibu, Ruth Joy Ball, John
Stuart Mann, Judith Lee Tustison,
Marilyn J. Stains, Jan Lee Kreader,
David Earl Kenty, Nancy Jane Martin, Douglas C. Topping, Jane Ellen
Branch, Larry A. Hanawalt, Philip A.
Tanner, Christina J. Frey, Kristi M.
Queen Mary D. Libbey
Norton, Walter R. Rogers, Ann Louise
Abrams, Don M. Kennedy, Susan Eliz
Russell, Margaret G McKee, Joyce at 9:00 p.m. in Lower Compton.
Saturday morning the dorm deYocheim, Gwendolyn Flory, Larry J.
Ramseyer, Henry L Hoffman Jr., Lynda corations will be judged from 9
J. CarDenter. Kathlwn Sn WAa a.m. to 12
noon. The Scots host
Mantza P. Arrastia, Karen L, Berthi- the
Akron
Zips at 2 p.m. in footaume, Michael J. Morris, John Wm.
Schaeffer, Jill Louise Schropp, Mary ball, and prior to the game there
Clide Shelton.
will be a parade of the queen, her
FRESHMEN

Dohrman W. Byers, Janis K. Ford.
Thomas G. Hammer, Susan Eliz Dolder.
John Michael Wood, Sarah I. Sealock,
Richard J. Harris, Thomas P. Heston.
Margaret B. Wanty, Jane Eliz Edick,
Margaret E. Stryker, Francine Delk,
Webster B. White, Richard Allen Amos,
George B. Killough,
Louisa Davis
Stroop, Stephen R. Donaldson, Ann
Elizabeth Berry, Malcolm R. Williams,
Parry Bee Parkinson, Robert J. Levering, Karen M. Haus, Susan Eliz Hole.
Joan Ruth Fasold, Donald G Wilson.

court and their escorts into the,
stadium.
Saturday night at 7:30 p.m. another big name comes to Wooster in the form of Stan' Getz. His
performance will be at the Wooster High School gymnasium and
will be followed bv the
Homecoming Dance from 9 p.m.
to 12:30 a.m. in Severance gymnasium and a student reception for
Stan Getz in Babcock from
Entertainment at the dance
will be provided bv the music of
the Chambermen and by Carl Asp.
all-colW-

e

10-11:3- 0.

Ciiiiiips News Klffs
Anvone interested in affiliation ,
...vuiuviamj; 111 ? tOUUlUOlCl
Uiurch is invited to a discussion next Wednesday at the Church
House. The tODic of the
8:00 xn.m. nwh'ntr iQ "n,a T;fa
.
vtiua.i.
"6 aim vir
v"""b "
of Westminster Church."
Students and faculty will have an opportunity to meet Stan
Getz at a reception in Babcock Parlor. Oct. lfi Mnr W0;ia
Vf
.

week.
A new system is now in effect for the rBArtinn f Ut
minutes. After beina late three timec or n tntnl a(
m:n.,a.
the offender will receive a card from the girl sitting desk that
night, fill it out, and mail it via campus mail to Suz Gambee,
President of the Women's Primary Court, in BabrAclr Th wpr
will act on each case and mail the appropriate penalty back to

k

the student.

The men of Andrews are holding an open house and dance
:onight from 9:30 11:30.
Results of the class elections held earlier tni'a wool- - iiroro Og
vvXsv u Vlv no
Jl
lows: SENIORS Jim Evans (Pres.), Paul Romjue (VP), Ken
Fischer (Sec), Bob Gray (Treas.) ; JUNIORS Ted Seleste (Pres.),
Sarah Bradley (VP), Sharon Smith
; SOPHOMORES
Steve Graff (Pres.), Steve Garner (VP), Zan Gray
FRESHMEN-D- ave
Woodring (Pres.), Phil Foster (VP), Urleie
Brown
Ginny Fohl was elected as the freshman representative to the Women's Primary Court.
Gayle John Lathrop, Director of Admissions at Wooster from
1935-193dier of a heart attack on Sept. 29. Mr. Lathrop went on
from his term at Wooster to eventually become top administrative officer of the YMCA of Greater New York.
--

--

(Sec.-Treas-

.)

(Sec.-Treas.- ):

(Sec.-Treas.- ).
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WOOSTER

The recently sponsored International Week Chapel programs deserve a vote of approval for the gargantuan task the
people involved undertook for the benefit of the student body.
E. B. Hall, the International Relations Club, and the student
and faculty participants worked long and hard to make the
programs educational and entertaining. For this, a vote of
thanks.

Letters To Tlio Editor
To the Editor:

Due to numerous inquiries I
am writing this as a means of
clarification.

r
serThe SGA-Avi- s
vice has been discontinued. The
decision Was made by the local
Avis agent, not by the SGA. InThe unfortunate part of the situation is that the finished consistent demand made a campus-base- d
car impractical and thereproduct left much to be desired, falling far short of student
fore eliminated the need of a stuexpectations. While it is often dangerous to generalize, in dent representative.
this case most students felt that the programs as a whole were
Though Avis cars (both comconducted on a level too far below that of the interest plane pacts and regulars) are still availof the audience. While political and military turmoil grips able at standard rates through the
agent downtown, the SGA is curmany of the areas discussed, there was a conspicuous lack rently considering contracting anof mention in several of the programs of these most vital and other agency whose cars would be
pressing issues. Instead the time was spent on a hit and miss for use exclusively by college students (at substantially reduced
general survey of the various cultures at an interest level one rates) . This idea seems more pracstudent described as "ludicrous." The initial discussion on tical and by all means should be
Africa seemed to be a notable exception, but its quality was carefully checked out.
Dave Jones
not again equalled.
Agent
The danger in any program of this type is that optimisRent-A-Ca-

Ex-Av-

i

that this service is greater than it
seems.

Rebuilding After

Since certain classes are required to wear uniform dress and since
the bookstore has an obvious monopoly on the sale of this dress, an
expensive purchase is forced upon
the meek and unsuspecting members of the Freshman class. The
purchase of a pair of shorts, a
and a pair of socks costs the
already impoverished freshman a
total of $5.00. These things are already owned by most people and,
at any rate, they could be obtained
much more cheaply at other places.

A Lady

T-shi- rt,

ge

ed

A special measure of thanks for this enjoyable evening
should go, of course, to the activities chairman, Sue Hellegers,

and her energetic committee. Yet the outing would not have
been such a success if each of the 300 Sadies had not been so
energetic. It is time to "fess up," men this really is a
woman's world.

I have mentioned several com
plaints to Mrs. Holden and she
has discussed them at length, settling them to my satisfaction. Mrs.
Holden, Mrs. Harbaugh, Mrs.
btonebraker, Mrs. Fox and Mr.
Gindlesberger, as well as the students who assist them, are to be
commended for the service they
render. A more open attitude on
the part of students about complaints could lead to a realization

Every once in awhile, a newspaper comes up with an
idea, investigates the feasibility of the plan, and ends up
with the revelation that in actuality the idea has already been
implemented. We had such a welcome surprise this week
when Mr. Tom W. Beck, new director of buildings and
grounds, replied to a Voice request for more student positions in his department by stating that he already welcomes
male student applicants for part-timwork.
e

The advantages of this type of labor are readily apparent.
Students can work whenever they have two or three hours to
spare and don't have to be chained to a normal board job
routine. All Mr. Beck asks is that men give him a few days'
notice of when they will have some time to work with B&G.
We hope some of the students here will avail themselves
of this opportunity to earn extra cash and do the College a
service at the same time.

Furthermore, not only have certain members of the Physical Education Department displayed complete ignorance of the cost of this
uniform, but also this sort of
regimentation infringes on our individuality. Therefore, this policy
not only is unfair, but also is expensive and absurd.
Rodney Earl Walton

(Apologetica on style, or policy statement.
In 1957, when Sputnik I raced across the heavens
straight into John Q. Public's living room and classroom, the American social mind, leaped,
into an age of absolute realism. A culture that
had previously judged itself on the basis of moral
reality (i.e. competition with "communism") now
found itself attacked on a new conceptual technological front, and, with the usual blind American
"Gung Ho", made the transition. This action
d
a prime ingredient in the stew of chaos
which is our present generation. In order to exTilden
amine any particular ingredient of this "stew"
validly, we need, I believe, to try and reach some general impressions
of the whole. The particulars, vou see. would be "topicalitv". Topic
ality would become statement. Statement could be hotly debated
but, debated with terminology in view of the particular, not of the
whole. Poetry (according to Terry Southern's introduction to Writers
in Revolt) is more tolerant of
like modern jazz it
becomes "interpretations on an
theme." This, then, is why
I use the following mode. It's an attempt to find some impressional
conceptions of the "whole stew" before the forthcoming topicality of
the particular ingredients.)
un-think-in-

co-direct-

t"

d

'

or

all-nig- ht

n

said. "I stand side by side with Vietnam.
Professor Genovese I don't fear
Prof. Staughton Lynd of Yale,
a Vietcong victory in Vietnam; I
one of the leaders of the teach-i- n
welcome it."
movement against the war in VietEugene Genovese is the Rutgers nam, said that he too shared Prof.
professor who last spring came un- Genovese's views. Commenting that
der attack in the state legislature he was about to speak "seditifor supporting the Vietcong at a ously," Lynd said "if the U.S. nei-thteach-ion Vietnam. The Rutgers
grants the elections (in South
administration
refused to fire Vietnam) or leaves, the National
Genovese.
Liberation Front should prevail."
er

n

g,

crys-talize-

un-state-

The president of Drew, Robert
New Brunswick, N.J. (CPS)
Oxnam, immediately charged that
A political science instrucMellon's speech was "irrespondewho
Drew
University
at
tor
sible," and said on Thursday he
clared his support for the would call for a faculty committee
to reconsider Mellon's contract
Vietcong if the U.S. continues its
with the University.
present policy in Vietnam, now
The Rutgers teach-i- n was sponfaces possible dismissal.
sored by the Committee for Free
James Mellon, a teacher at Drew Speech, organized during the sumof the Free Univer- mer as a result of the Genovese inand
sity of New York, spoke at an
cident last semester. Its marathon
teach-ion civil liberties and teach-in- ,
which went from 10 p.m.
academic freedom at Rutgers Uni- to 6 the next morning, was to have
versity Sept. 29. "As a professed dealt with academic freedom in the
Marxist and Socialist, I do not United States, but many of the lechesitate to state my position," he tures also hit at U.S. policy in

y

n

er

Disjunctive Impressions by H. Harvey Tilden

"non-statemen-

Drew Prof Faces Dismissal
For Active Vietcong Support

tree. "In it we intend to have not
only news of specific club interest,
but also general political-essamaterial written both by students and
by prominent professional Repubthe first stages of a revitalization licans.
program aimed at providing the
"The keynote of our club meetcampus with a forum for political
discussion, as well as for promot- ings will be to generate student
ing basic Republican philosophy. debate and thought on some of the
Last year the fortunes of the key political issues. To accomplish
club sank to what could be termed this end we will not only be bringan absolute low, for by last June ing in outside speakers, but will
no official YR organization re- also tap the resources of our own
mained functioning: there were student body and faculty."
no meetings called, no constitution
In the YR's first official meeting,
universally acknowledged, and no held a week ago Wednesday, the
legally elected officers.
main topic was a combination
In an effort to remedy this situ- speaker-discussioprogram about
United
States
policy in Vietnam.
ation, a group of interested students met early this fall to lay the
"We were pleased with the
groundwork for the refounding of spirited nature of the question-and-answa college YR club. This pro tern
period which followed
executive committee approved a the initial speech," Miss Crabtree
new, more streamlined constitution remarked. "Our only disappointand elected a temporary slate of ment was that more students
did
officers. Hoping to generate more
not attend to air their own views.
general student interest in politics, Nevertheless, the club certainly bethe revamped club which this lieves that this type of
response
group has helped form is stressing in which we had both student and
a diversified program.
faculty participation (in the per"We will be publishing a regu- son of Dr. Daniel Calhoun) is
lar newsletter this year," stated the just what both the YR's and the
new club Chairman Cathy Crab- - campus as a whole need most."

Podsq Generation

Cie

Help Wanted At B&G

The College Young Repub-i c a n Club, rebounding
from a disastrously unproductive year, has embarked upon
1

The policy of the Physical Education Department concerning uniform dress for certain classes has
proved to be not only expensive
but also absurd. This policy should
be discontinued immediately.

is

Debacle

1964-6- 5

'

To the Editor:

.

oft-repeat-

Policy Unfair

Phys-E- d

the justice they deserve. I do not
know all that is at issue behind
the text shortages. I do know that
I have been served again and again
in a manner that is much more
Last week's Sadie Hawkins Day festivities developed friendly and warm than the simple
courtesy one might expect in a
into one of the most successful
social events in bookstore.

recent memory. Wooster's representatives of the fairer sex
demonstrated that their
charge of over reticence
among Wooster males was not to be reciprocated. A full
300 girls took the opportunity presented "In the Still of the
Night" to corral a date and lead him to the Lazy J Ranch.

College Young Republicans Launch Club

Robert Boesch

tic and idealistic efforts to present such programs can someLikes Bookstore Service
times obscure an objective analysis of the program itself. This To the Editor:
must be kept in mind particularly during the centennial year
The College Bookstore has seen
when the pursuit of educational entertainment is at a maxi- a lot of critical comment in the
mum. Let's remember that while effort counts, the presenta- last year. However, the criticism
has been lopsided and Mrs. Holden
tion itself is most important.
and her staff have not been given

all-colle-
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Scots Forum

Nice Try, Bui...

Sadie Was

VOICE

I have seen them sitting in a thousand
night-timplaces holding glasses, staring dully
Their laughter is frantic, boisterous, forced r
their silence is sudden,
more hollow than even their laughter.
e

and strangely alone
(a thoughtful pause)
While driven by Fromme, the prime directive
THOU SHALT NOT LIVE IN ISOLATION!!!
. . . and so they come searching
(now blatant statement)
for COMMUNICATION!!!
which is not there (paradox)
Our tower of Babel is built out of beer cans . .
This is atmosphere?
The smoke in the air the air has a face
now (dull and flat)
Everybody smokes! ! EVERYBODY! (it seems)
Did you every stop and think about that?
The cigarette companies have got us by the butt
"So what?" you say
Yes, well, so what, hmmm
(in the restroom the ladies come and go,
talking of Mike and Ange and Joe)
(apologies to T. S. Elliot)
(I have seen the faces of too many old men
not to fear death myself)
"but not now, dear", she says,
as the music bounces off the stage
and mashes its way through the smoke

"You're my mashed potatoes baby "
the pulse of my generation
(I have seen too many crying children
not to fear life myself . . . )
I have seen their empty faces
in the early neon morrfing
standing on wet streets outside closed doors
yet there is too much tomorrow
to sleep through tonite.
They are searching (trite)
yet the search is lethargic
as if life were planned obsolescence
Their chrome is dulled already.
Or as if it didn't really matter-L- ike
transients in a facaded faded bus stop
(I, the inevitable and ultimate equivocator,
have measured your life in dollars and cents
and found you sadly wanting
DEATH SHALL BE PROUD!)
but really death, the great
(figurative) or (literal)
doesn't give a good damn
(as in it just doesn't care)
So where is your God now, Charlie,
if even death doesn't care?
come alive, you're in the PEPSI GENERATION!
"come an and shake it up baby now
(I've been told I'll get over it)
"YOU'LL GET OVER IT SON!"
A GREAT NEW TRUTH
FROM THE SAME PRODUCERS
THAT GAVE YO- Uthe pepsi generation

...

...

..."

. . .
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See It
by Mike Hutchison
j--

The Los Angeles Dodgers will win the World Series. For that
matter so would the Reds, the Giants, the Pirates, or the Braves, were
they in the position the Dodgers are. The simple fact is that the National League is superior to the American in every way. Of course,
that fact can be disputed (although I usually find that the only ones
irrational enough to do so are Cleveland fans), and will probably
still be a live issue long after "what is the meaning of life?" and
other such trivial questions have died away. Many's the long, hot summer afternoon I've spent sitting with "The Boys" on the ice cream
cooler in Duffy's service station trying to show the AL fans the error
of their ways. Yet they remain unconvinced.
The statistics should be indicative of something, and this
year they show that the junior circuit had only three batters above
the .300 mark, and one pitcher who won 20 games or more.
The NL, on the other hand, had 12 .300 hitters and seven 20-gawinners. In the AL, the Twins were clearly superior, and
me

had the pennant wrapped up weeks ago. In the NL, there was
the usual hectic race, with five teams always within striking
r;
distance of the
and all six top NL teams would be
capable of defeating the Twins in a seven game series. I could
go on, but I've found from experience that it takes more than
just statistics and mere logic to convince the followers of "that
other league." All you can do is have pity on them and hope
that they will someday see the light.
front-runne-

And speaking of the Pirates (I did speak of them if you don't
believe me see the second sentence of this column), they have to be
the surprise of the season, and, perhaps, the best team in the majors.
Of course this is an unbiased statement, and the fact that I was born
and raised in Pittsburgh and have been a Pirate fan all my life has
not clouded my mind with prejudices. But look at the facts, or as
Jack Webb would say, "Just the facts ma'm." With Bob Clemente
still recovering from malaria and team leader Bill Mazeroski out with
a, broken foot, the Bucs dropped 24 of their first 33 games, and appeared to be reliving the grand old days of the early 50's. However, when they regained full strength they came on strong, winning
81 while losing only 48. After May 21, their winning percentage was
.663. ' The Dodgers won the pennant with a percentage of .599.
It was a team effort all the way for the Pirates. There was
.
no super-sta- r
to be the Willie Mays of the Buccos. Individuals like
Donn Clendenon, Willie Stargell, Bob Veale, Vern Law, Mazeroski
and Clemente rose to the occasion when necessary and led the
Bucs to victory. It was just a matter of a team of good but not
great players who played consistent ball, and that was almost
enough to win it. It was just a matter of inches. As Bob Prince,
the universally loved Pirate broadcaster says, "Yes, fans, that's
what makes baseball the great game it is. It's a game of inches."
But tcget back to the World Series, the Dodgers will win it in
six games or less. Their pitching will prove too much for the Twins.
L.A. is deep in
pitching, and Minnesota's record this year
against southpaws is only 23-1Koufax is the greatest. Enough said?
Drysdale is no slouch either. He had a 23-1record this year, and
proved that he is tough in Series play during the 1963 championship
battle. Claude Osteen, another L.A. leftie, chalked up a
record
against the Twins when he was with Washington. The Twins' hurlers,
Grant, Kaat, and an ailing Pascual, are no match for the Dodgers.
Earl Battey is a nice guy and all that, but I'm afraid Maury Wills
and his speedy cohorts will steal him blind. Add to this the momentum of the Dodgers, who won 15 of their last 16 games, and it looks
like the Twins could get garbaged. When this column appears, two
games will be over, and the teams will be preparing to play in Los
Angeles. The spacious fields of Dodger Stadium will put a damper
on the Twin's power hitting. However, it won't be a total loss. If
nothing else, the series will provide many (five?) afternoons of happy
tube time. That's something, anyway.
left-hande-
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Face Terriers Tomorrow

a

!.

iPllT.

nil

game.

weli-playe- d

Wooster grabbed the lead early
in the hrst period when freshman
Mohammed Rajabi connected at
9:25. There was no further scoring
in the period, but play' was crisp
and exciting with the Scots domin
ating the action.
Lance Rebello in
creased Wooster's lead to
when
he put a free kick past the Wes-leyagoalie at 2:30. The Bishops.
however, narrowed the gap to 1
before halftime with a goal at
5:05.
Tri-captai-

by Nate Smith

n

2--

o

o

of the third period.

game on ice. Wooster s Bob Lever- ing completed the day's scoring
with a tally at 21:59.

Fred

Hicks, Rebello, and Jim Poff, along

d

2--

and mohair.
Lower the Cost of Dressing Well

BRENNER BROS.

.

Swingline

on.

Denison is led by quarterback
Dam birkley, a sophomore who is
reportedly both a good runner and
an effective passer, and by Eric

Divide 30 by i2
and add 10.

1

Ivary,
fullback who
gained five yards per carry against
200-poun-

d

What is the
answer?

niram.
-

(Answers
' Mow)

m m

d

d

1.

T-formati-

2 Yon have a TOT
Stapler that
staples eight

reports

10-pa- ge

or tacks 31 memos

toa
bulletin board.
How old is the
owner of
this TOT Stapler?

0

Coach Bob Nye plans to change
his offensive patterns somewhat to
aid the defense in the upcoming
game with Hiram tomorrow. The
contest is at Hiram and play begins at 2 p.m. This game should
give the Scots a chance to regroup before meeting the powerful
Big Red of Denison and the de-- .
fending champions from Akron.

Thisisthe

36-yar-

69-yar-

at 15:47 and 19:35, putting the

ns

31-yar-

v

Wesleyan increased the bulge to
in the fourth period with goals

tri-captai-

The second half saw Mount control the ball for 52 plays while the
Scots only ran 17. Mount scored
late in the third quarter, but Wooster came back off a
gain
by Norris to stay up 26-2It
was after the Raiders next score
that the Scots turned the ball over
on a fumble on their own 29 with
less than seven minutes remaining
in the game.

Tri-Kap-

2-- 2

Wooster's

t

.1

15-yar-

Bucky Stultz,
Chuck Fox
and Branch Kickey, III leading the
attack. OWU tied the score
at
6:05 and took the lead at 16:50

5-- 2

er

sion.

6

Bishops Seize Control
The second half was almost all
Wesleyan's and the Bishops com
pletely dominated play in the cen
ter of the field, with
all-Ohi-

170-pound-

the night
It took but two plays a Tom
Brown to Mike Gordon pass for
20 yards and a Dingle dash around
left end to score from the Mount
33, making it 20-1- 5
at intermis-

As a team Denison is settine- the
mm'
for the Ohio Conference with
pace
witn one halt ot the season
gone, the Kappas remain unde an average of 310.5 yards per
feated in A league competition game.
Rodney Paces OAC
Two Thursdays ago, Seventh play
Last week the Scots were once
ed Second and came out on the
again
sparked by the phenomenal
32-top of a
score. Denny Goettel
ran for one touchdown and threw Kod Dingle, who has taken the
for the others. Second's lone TD early lead in the Ohio Conference
came on a
run by Jim scoring, rushing and total offense
races.
Evans.
Dingle gained 168 vards in 10
s
Tuesday the
took on a
carries
just in the first half of the
tough ritth team and again came
out on top, this by to the tune of Mt. Union game, but two fumbles
in the second half cost the Snots
the initiative. Rod finished witn
A LEAGUE STANDINGS
186 yards to boost his average ner
carry to 7.5 yards.
Seventh
5
0
Fifth
3
Wooster took the lead mi-I2
at
Alliance, with Dingle going around
Third
2
2
left end for a d
Second
2
2
gain to highlight
1
a
Sixth
march to paydirt
4
that was capped by sophomore Ken
First
0
5
TVT

2-- 0

all-Ohi-

'

Seventh's Balance
Overwhelms Foes

n

3.

the new Shag knit of wool

s.

Scots Fall To OWU,

0

The very latest in sweaters,

y;

,A

v-

loss to the Bishops.

3

t.

1;

0

nave gone on to win 24 to Deni- son's 20, with 5
inis years Big tied marks a
deDarture from Cnarh Kp
Pin
er's successful single-win- g
formula
that has accounted for 21 wins
against only five losses since 1962.
If it seems strange that Piper
would change a winning combination, it is probably because the Big

tied mentor has better depth and
balance in the offensive backfield
this year than in past seasons.
5-- 3;
The brunt of the load in the
single wing is carried bv the tail
w
j
back, a position filled until this fall
by Denny Price, a
who led the Conference in scoring
by Will Johnson
and rushing last fall. An indication
Ohio Wesleyan University's soccer team won the hattlft of the strength of the Denison
of the giants last Saturday by defeating Wooster 5-- 3 on the backfield this season is that Price
is now a second team halfback in
.
1
..
loser s neia. in terms ot oltensive plays executed, this was the new Big Red

best-playe-

2--

;t--

SCOT BOOTER MARV KROHN displays some fancy footwork
as ne tries to drive through the OWU defense in Saturday's

.

2;

j

Tomorrow afternoon the Scots migrate to Denison University to renew the second oldest gridiron rivalry in the state
of Ohio. Wooster first met Denison in football Nov. 24, 1889
and came away with a 48-- victory. Since then the Scots
split-decision-

with freshman Rajabi turned in
fine performances. Poff was credited with 34 saves while Tower of
Wesleyan had but 17. As a team
BACK ROOM TOTE BOARD: Oklahoma at TEXAS; Wisconsin effort, the first period was the
22 minutes by a Scot
at NEBRASKA; NOTRE DAME at Army; SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA at Washington; OREGON STATE at Northwestern; PURDUE team in a long while.
at Iowa; MARYVILLE at Emory & Henry; Pittsburgh at CLEVETremendous credit must go to
LAND; Detroit at BALTIMORE; San Francisco at GREEN BAY.
Wesleyan's Stultz who pulled the
Tote Board long-shoBishops together when Wooster
LAST WEEK: College
Pros
Total
held a
lead and directed the
Bishops' attack from his center-hal- f
post. Fox and Rickey also put
on very creditable performances.
5--
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Tot Stapler

then scored twice before Wnnstpr
36-0- .
In the first half, Seventh,
got back to the business at hand.
sparked by GoettePs pinpoint
Again it was Dinde. on th
passing, scored every time they second plav
from scrimmaw
had the football. By half-tim- e
they
an exchange of punts, this time
had built up a 30-- lead, and coastd
ed the rest of the way to victory. breaking loose for an
ing spree. Two Dlavs later, th
Leading the defense which held
defense knocked the ball loose and
the Delts scoreless was Don Camp
it was recovered by freshman Steve
bell, while Fifth had outstanding
Emerson, his second recoverv of
defensive play from Mike Mount
and Don Roark.
In other action during the week,
First "forfeited to Third, and Third
defeated Sixth, 18-The Oats
J UNIQUE
scored on an
pass from
COOKERY
Phil Graham to Mike Kubico, a
pass from Graham to Bob
132
W
S. Buclc.yt St.
132S.Buck.y.St.
Jones, and an interception by Dick

nfr

0

80-var-

St

e
'(Including 1000 staples)
Larger sto CUB Desk

tapbr only. $1.49
Ko bigger than a pack of gum-b- ut
packs
taa punch of a big dealt Rafllls available

anrarhera. Unconditionally guaranteed.

0.

8-ya-

rd

12-yar-

INC.

d

Elder. Sixth, although held score
less, was led on offense by the fine
pass receiving of Tom Cooper.
In other intramural activities,
the tennis tournament, planned to
start upon completion of the new
tennis courts, has been cancelled
due to lack of interest. There is,
however, another tourney being
planned for the spring, providing
enough interest is shown.
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Continuous Service from
7:30 a.m. til 10 p.m. (except Wed.)
For Reservations Phone 263-478- 6
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Books for Victorian Conference
Now Available at the

College Bookstore

AWENfflOft! Betty

(Do-H-

d

Stop in for a F ree Sample of Perfume

MATTHEW ARNOLD AND THE CLASSICAL TRADITION

by Warren

D.

Anderson

of the World's Most Beautiful Women.
DOUG HENDERSON

and

DAVE MORSE

Headquarters for

will be taking orders in Lower Kenarden Lounge during
lunch on October 12 and 14, and in the Lower Tub between
8 and 11 p.m. on October 14.

ALL

CO-E- D

THE VICTORIAN FRAME OF MIND

Cosmestics

by Walter

E.

Houghton

JAMES ANTHONY FROUDE

GREEN THUMB FLORAL

w
IPlaooje

1M AIT
.263-404- 7''

1818-185- 6

a biography by Waldo Hilary Dunn
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SGA Elects Paul Browne Speaker;
McHenry Outline New Programs

Legal Nofce-

Statement required by the Act
of August 24, 1912, as amended
by the Acts of March 3, 1933 and
by Carl Pulvermacher
July 2, 1946, and June 11, 1960
Election of a speaker and secretary, proposals for the (74 Statute 208), showing the
and cirownership,
coming year, and a review of policies and functions domin- culation of management,
the Wooster Voice,
ated the agenda of the first SGA Legislature meeting Sunday. published weekly at Wooster, Ohio
tor the College of Wooster comThe Representatives elected unopposed candidates Paul munity.
Browne and Linda Scott to the of(1) Names and addresses of
committee is the resumption of
fices of speaker and secretary, rethe delivery of The New York publisher, editor and managing
spectively. SGA President Jim Mc(currently strike-bounto editor: Published by the Students
Henry then discussed the follow- Times
major dormitories and off campus of the College of Wooster; Editor,
ing proposals for the coming year.
Stephen Avakian, 806 N. Bever
houses on Sundays.
St.; Associate Editors, Don M.
deDr. Norton of the religion
toward
the
thoughts
his
Turning
Kennedy, Douglass Hall, and Ronpartment and McHenry have refuture, McHenry suggested these ald G. Wirick, 806 N. Bever St.,
viewed the possibility of bringing
deliberation: Wooster, Ohio.
points for long-rang- e
high school freshmen and sophoImprovement of the Career Counmores from large cities in the area
(2) Owner: the Publications
cil, by means of special vocational
to Wooster for informative visits
Board of the College of Wooster,
conferences, and increased particiand tours.
A. Hodges, College of
pation of students in the Centen- co James
Wooster, Wooster, Ohio.
McHenry feels that the Summer nial program.
(3) Known bondholders, mort- Service Bureau should get started
Committee
earlier this year, with the help of
Other long-rang- e
proposals were
the SGA, in distributing informaFaculty-SGmovie coma
joint
tion regarding summer employmittee, to provide the college with
ment to interested students.
first-rat- e
feature films, and an
Another activity that McHenry
conference in the
feels could be handled by an SGA spring or fall of 1967. A suggested
topic for this conference is, "Due
process of law vs. civil disobedience."
d)
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CHARGE

-

gages arid other security holders

CARDS

COSMETICS

ACCOUNTS

CANDY

owning or holding one percent or
more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages or other securities:

-

y1

None.

(4) Total

number

of

copies

printed: 1900. Paid Grculation to
term subscribers by mail, carrier
delivery or by other means: Aver-ag- e

Closest to the Campus

number of copies each issue
during preceding 12 months 400,
single issue nearest to filing date
400. Sales through agents, news
dealers and otherwise: None. Free
distribution by mail, carrier delivery, or by other means: None.
Total number of copies distributed: Average number of copies
each issue luring preceding 12
months 400, single issue nearest
to riling date 400.

Prescription Center
"In the Heart of the Medical Area"
Phone

262-894- 1

SGA-Facul- ty

nitim

A

SGA-sponsore-

d

State Dept. Shows
Wednesday

Film

Mr. William B. Kelly, a
Foreign Service Officer of the
Department ' of State, will be
on campus Wednesday to discuss the work of the U.S. Foreign
Service with interested students.

"The Unending Struggle," a film
shot in Quito and Guayaquil, Ecuador depicting the manifold aspects
of Foreign Service work in a developing country, will be shown in
connection with this visit. Following the film, Mr. Kelly will answer
questions on careers in the Foreign
Service Officer Corps, with specific
reference to his own recent experiences.
The film will be shown in Kauke
225 at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday.
The next written examination

for the Foreign Service
held on Dec. 4, 1965
throughout the country;
tions for the examination
filed before Oct. 18.

will be
at sites
applica-

must be

r- -1

thru WEDNESDAY

FRIDAY

?
kBiLie's

i

.

Freedlander's
Young Modern's Shop

.

got the

Reports and reviews of purposes
of the various SGA committees
highlighted the remainder of the
meeting, along with the appointment of Tim Palisin, Jon Stoops
and Kathy Rhodes to the Student
Services Committee. The Legislature also appropriated $50 more
to the Homecoming Committee for
the purpose of renting the Wooster
Inn for the Queen's Banquet, and
for securing a band for the
Queen's Ball.

VjJ,'

The
ENGAGE-ABLE- S

go for

OPPORTUNITY
For

a future with a well known

west Manufacturing

Mid-

We are
now offering exclusive distributorships
for a patented product. No competition. Factory trained personnel will
assist you in setting up a tried and
proven advertising and merchandising
program. 100
mark up. Investment
guaranteed. Minimum
ment
$1,000. Maximum
All
$14,000.
replies confidential.
For information
write Director of Marketing, P.O. Box
14049, St. Louis, Missouri 63178.
Firm.

invest

,United Marketing Company
6286 Bartmer Avenue
St. Louis, Mo. 63130
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ARTISTS

and
"MASQUERADE"

Vooster Floral
OCTOBER 27

Now Taking Orders
for Homecoming Mums

and 28

"LA BCHEME"

UffiTZ

STARK'S

Reservations?

a

IS

346

E.

Bowman St.

...

NOW OPEN

meticulous modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, in the ring
and on the tag is your as-

Wooster, Ohio

surance of fine quality.

Catering to

Your very personal Keepsake
is now at your Keepsake
Jeweler's store. Find him in

BANQUETS

0
0

Each Keepsake setting is
masterpiece of design, re-

and beauty of the center diamond
a perfect gem of
flawless clarity, fine color and

Daily 10:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sundays 1 1:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.

FLAIR TRAVEL

Trim (ram f 100. la SUM. Mnn Enlarged
Tndt-Hu- k
to Show Maaitf oi DctaO.
Rtf.

flecting the full brilliance

RESTAURANT
CALL US AT

I

L

PRIVATE PARTIES

Ml

the yellow pages under
"Jewelers."

FAMILY MEALS

FISH FRY FRIDAY EVE.
5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
99c
All You Can Eat!

264-404- 0
Phone 262-780- 6
for Reservations
1

.

(Off Liberty St.)

Rear, 145

ill

WOOSTER
Helen Jeffrey
Owner and Operator
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JANICE SAYER

Liberty

,

See Our Campus Representative

E.

-

i

or

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please tend new
booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement
and Wedding" and new
full color folder, both for only 25tf.
Alto, send special offer of beautiful
Bride's Book.

Bagpipers

20-pa- ge

12-pa- ge

by

44-pa-

FOOT PALS

ge

I

Raise a smart fashion point in Mollie Miller's

Thoroughbred Blazer Jacket. Its meticulous tailoring made evident by the way the single row of
buttons focuses on the handsome crest pocket.
Sizes 8 to 16. Colors: Navy, White, Cranberry, Red.

$19.00
Brown Scotch

Taylor Shoes
North Side Public Square

$11.98

j

I

AddrtML

aty

Zip

State

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, SYRACUSE,

NEW YORK

13202

Keepsake Diamonds Available in Wooster at

WHITE'S JEWELRY STORE
Diamonds

-:- -

215 East Liberty Street

Watches
Wooster, Ohio

Phone

262-796- 6

